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Safety helmets

Features

EVO2® industrial safety helmet
EVO2® features a traditional 6-point polyethylene harness and 
OneTouch™ slip ratchet. The EVO2® offers the most economical top level 
protection. Conform to EN397.

Tough HDPE shell
In tests the EVO2® proved far tougher than the EN397 standard required 
and far tougher than any of its competitors.

Harness
Traditional 6-point polyethylene harness.

Chamlon™ sweatband
Egyptian cotton core with porous PU coating for maximum sweat absorp-
tion. PH neutral, dermatologically tested.

3D precision fitting
Never before has such a precise fit been attainable on an industrial safety 
helmet, using the unique 1-2-3 point harness depth settings.

Adjustment
OneTouch™ Slip Ratchet.

Electrical insulation
Meets the EN50365 Class 0 10KV standard. This standard is applicable to 
electrically insulated helmets used for working live or close to live parts on 
installations not exceeding 1000Vac or 1500Vdc.

Universal slots
Enables firm fitting of a range of Surefit™ safety visors and ear defenders.

Optional: Branding
Extra large area for logos on the front, sides, and rear.

Instruction of use
- fit helmet on head and fasten strap to ensure fit
- for adequate protection this helmet must be worn with peak facing 

forward
- ensure the helmet is adjusted to the size of the user's head
- after use the helmet may be cleaned with the use of soap and warm water 

and dried with soft cloth

Limitations of use
Any helmet subjected to severe impact should be replaced immediately. 
Please check instruction of use from the manufacturer.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

For optimal protection of the head, a safety helmet should be adjusted to 
the size of the head of the user. The usefulness of the helmet duration is 
determined by , among others , cold, heat, chemicals, sunlight and 
incorrect use.

Type Safety helmet JSP EVO2 / MK7

Size 53 to 63 cm

Color White, yellow, red or blue

Ventilation No

Weight helmet 350 gr

Material helmet Polyethylene HPDE (High Density Polyethylene)

Inner system 6-point harness

Approval Safety helmet: EN 397 (-30°C, 440V, MM)


